
 Pictures of a ‘colourful’ 
skiers on the slopes

 An A3 sheet of white paper 
(per child)

 White, black, blue, red and 
yellow paint

 A variety of paintbrushes in 
different thicknesses

 A mixing palette (per child) 
and water

10–15 minutes

COLOURFUL SKIER

Review the activities of the last three sessions. Remind your child of the skiers that they drew and made.

Talk to your child about skiing in winter, creating a vivid description using the pictures to help you – talk about 
bright sunshine and snowy ski slopes with many happy skiers wrapped up in colourful skiwear and winter 
clothes (long sleeves, thermal tops, ski jackets, long trousers/salopettes, warm hats/helmets, gloves/mittens, 
scarves and so on). 

Sing a song about skiing actions and clothing worn to ski in, to the tune of ‘Here we go round the mulberry bush’, 
and act it out together – for example:

Here we are skiing down the slopes, 
Down the slopes, down the slopes.
Here we are skiing down the slopes,
On a cold but sunny morning. 

Here we are using long flat skis... On a cold but sunny morning. 

Here we are wearing coloured helmets… On a cold but sunny morning. 

Here we are wearing warm salopettes... On a cold but sunny morning. 

Talk about how to paint a portrait of a colourful skier on the snow – focus the discussion on the position of the 
body, head and limbs for creating an impression of movement, and on choosing colours that will create a bright, 
happy, colourful scene.

Put out the materials and ask your child to paint a bright, happy scene showing a colourful skier on the snow.

As necessary, help them to choose the colours for their pictures (and to mix the desired colours using only the 
primary colours, black and white), to organise their compositions and to use the most suitable painting 
techniques. 

Ensure you allow them the freedom to express their own ideas too and add whatever other details they wish to, 
such as houses or trees.

Your child can paint a colourful skier in motion on the snow.

To use colour to symbolise mood
To develop the skill of figurative painting
To paint an artistic composition showing a moving person
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Cut out each picture separately.
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